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PROPOSITIONAL ESSAY

This question captures the essence of what this project will focus on.
Firstly, minimalism; this one comes with a bit of controversy. Minimalism
is sometimes seen as an eastern tradition-zen Buddhism-horoscopedream-catcher nonsense, however it is a much more substantiated
study than most people think. There are teachings on the subject
that go back thousands of years. Secondly, aﬀordability; this will be a
primary focus as creating an extremely eﬃcient and economical way of
building homes may be the direct answer to some of the social issues
that I wish to tackle. And nally, sustainability; often going hand-inIntroduction
hand with aﬀordability, sustainability can honor the environment while
There is a sense of peace that comes from living a life with only the making use of recycled materials and keeping cost down.
space that a person needs. Perhaps that is my development as an Keeping my thesis question broad is key to the further development
architect, where wasted space angers me. But I believe if everyone, of my concept at this stage. Currently I am unsure of which world issue
architects included, looked at where they lived and truly analyzed the I would like to tackle with my research. I imagine buying a very small
space that they make use of daily, they might see a new level of waste piece of land in the mountains near a lake and being able to build a
summer home. But outside of the benets of aﬀordable
that is hard to ignore once realized.
vacation housing, the idea of creating a more eﬃcient
and sustainable way of constructing these small homes
This topic of Tiny Houses has gone
could be applied to many other issues in our society.
through a widespread craze in recent
years. Growing in popularity as people
For example, the homelessness epidemic, where a eet
begin to recognize the benets of
of small homes could be built for the price of one threeliving a minimal lifestyle. This has
bedroom house and could help a portion of the public
created a movement centered around
back on their feet. Other applications could include
living with everything you need in a
space that is manageable and the exact opposite of excess. Whatever half-way houses for the recently incarcerated or recovering addicts.
the application, I see this thesis ending with a practical prototype, a Or perhaps for postgraduate student housing, where providing
real-life application of the features of eﬃciency and sustainability that I homes under 10,000 dollars could aid with the student debt crisis
will be researching. At this point it is still a dream but incorporating an instead of compounding upon it as our current housing market does.
Sustainability, humanitarianism, economics, regardless of the specic
actual construction could make for a very interesting project.
My thesis will focus on studying this movement from its inception application I wish to study, there are many diﬀerent parts of our society
through its development, with the intent of determining the perfect that could be improved with a less wasteful way of constructing our
prototype. The purpose of this prototype will be to break this archetype homes and living our lives.
of a post-WWII housing structure which has covered our landscape in
proverbial white picket fences as far as the eye can see. In my mind the Title + Subtitle
epitome of wasted space. And also, to impress my own personal take
on an underdeveloped building type that could pose an answer to Living Small: The Next Generation of Housing
many issues in our society.
My thesis title is specically focused on the tiny
It is only the early days of this daunting endeavor to capture my house movement, and how it can be applied to
entire education into a single project, but even still, I have high hopes aid society. However, what wouldn’t t in the title
for this topic. The more I research, the more the image of what this is how the creation and integration of sustainable

Marietta Monaghan, PhD

“Incorporating an actual
construction could make
for a very interesting
project”.

and
Dr. Arash Soleimani, Thesis Coordinator
Kathryn Bedette, Interim Chair of Department
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THESIS STATEMENT

PROPOSITIONAL ESSAY
“Life isn’t about finding yourself; it’s about creating yourself, so live the
life that you imagined.”

Coronavirus has come as America is in the midst of a crisis-level affordable housing issue. In 2019, 37.1 million households were
identified as “housing cost-burdened,” spending 30% or more of their income on housing. 63% of Americans have been living
pay-check to pay-check since the pandemic. And in addition to that, it has been estimated that we as a country have a deficit
of at least 1,000,000 single-family homes. This is affordable housing as it stands today, with a huge percentage of Americans
searching for permanent housing and unable to find any, and if they do, unable to afford it for long.
It seems fitting, albeit terrifying, that an epicenter of these occurrences is so close to home. Atlanta’s populating has grown by
almost 20% since 2010, yet between 2010 and 2018, only 3,301 units have been erected that could be classified as “affordable”.
So with an influx of close to 100,000 people in the last ten years and with Atlanta’s percentage of cost-burdened households
nearing 50%, there is an incredible lack of cost-effective housing in the city.
Attempting to find a solution for fundamental problems of infrastructure seems daunting, especially when it appears radical
legislation is the only way to change the system. But there is hope. Dozens of cities around the country, Atlanta included, have
pledged to change some of the laws that prevent Affordable housing projects. However, even before the laws are changed,
people’s perception of basic housing rights and what affordable housing really means needs to be amended.
That is the end to which my thesis research has been focused. Establishing the need, and inspiring the solution. In the name
of proposing a solution to the housing crisis, my thesis will present a model of modular design and efficient use of space that
intends to alter the perception of what affordable housing means.

one another. Prefabricated or manufactured units are typically great
on price but lack customization. Modular homes are sometime more
expensive, but they are fully adaptable. Combining the benefits of
these two methods to create Prefabricated Modular Design could
help to find solutions to some of our country’s problems.

Let the design inspire the solution, not the other way around.

The primary social issue that I believe I can tackle with a new plan
for sustainable prefab housing would be the current issue of living
affordability. There can be no doubt that there is a massive problem
related to the cost of living in some cities. Atlanta is a great example
of this. Atlanta’s populating has grown by almost 20% since 2010, yet
between 2010 and 2018, only 3,301 units have been erected that could
be classified as “affordable”. So, with an influx of close to 100,000 people
in the last ten years and with Atlanta’s percentage of cost-burdened
households nearing 50%, there is an incredible lack of cost-effective
housing in the city.

I do not plan to limit the applications of my design, but that does not
mean that I didn’t have an application in mind. In 2019, 37.1 million
- Henry David Thoreau
households in America were identified as “housing cost-burdened”.
Meaning those families are spending 30% or more of their income on
Introduction
housing. 63% of Americans have been living pay-check to pay-check
There is a sense of peace that comes from living a life with only the since the pandemic. And in addition to that, it has been estimated
that we as a country have a deficit of at least 1,000,000
space that a person needs. I believe if
single-family homes. This is affordable housing as it
everyone, architects included, looked
“A
build
style,
derived
stands today, with a huge percentage of Americans
at where they lived and truly analyzed
searching for permanent housing and unable to find
the space that they make use of daily,
from modularity and
any, and if they do, unable to afford it for long.
they might start to rethink the space
prefabrication,
that
they need.

highlight minimalism and

Title + Subtitle
The idea of a modular construction
sustainability”.
style does not always mean that each
BIG PROBLEMS, SMALL SOLUTIONS: A Solution to the
unit is small enough to be classified
as a micro-unit or “tiny home” but it does emphasize a notion of Housing Crisis Through Prefabrication.
minimalism and efficiency of space. The topic of the Tiny Houses
has gone through a widespread craze in recent years. Growing into My thesis title is specifically focused on the integration of social
somewhat of a fad. Popular to those with an alternative lifestyle, issues and construction technologies to create the perfect balance
but somewhat impractical for developments on a larger scale. This between function and affordability. A project with the purpose of
realization has led me to wonder, why is it so great to live minimally? creating a prototype creates several issues as it develops. Given the
And the benefits of movements like that of the tiny house, how can scope of clients and sites that could benefit from a building type like
they be applied with a sense of practicality? How can they be adapted this, so many different factors come into play when trying to solve any
problem in any given situation. Sustainable or recycled materials that
to social change?
work perfectly for one project may not be at all economic in another
In truth, this thesis is an attempt to capture my entire education into part of the world. Because of this, creating a prototype perfect for
a single project. The more I research, the more the image of what this every situation simply cannot be done. Instead,
might become begins to clarify. I intend to focus my study on aspects I will determine a site and a client and create a
of modularity and prefabrication and the applications therein, with the project well suited for that specific situation, this
purpose of developing my vision of what might be the an applicable will teach me to adapt my understanding in the
future as I continue to design.
prototype.
Thesis Question
What are the applications of a build style derived from modularity and
prefabrication, that highlight minimalism and sustainability?
This question captures the essence of what this project will focus on.
I will get to the construction method later on, but firstly, minimalism;
this one comes with a bit of controversy. Minimalism is sometimes
seen as an eastern tradition zen-Buddhism-horoscope-dreamcatcher nonsense, however it is a much more substantiated study
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than most people think. There are teachings on the subject that go
back thousands of years. Secondly, affordability; this will be a primary
focus as creating an extremely efficient and economical way of
building homes may be the direct answer to the issue of affordable
housing. And then, sustainability; often going hand-in-hand with
affordability, sustainability can honor the environment while making
use of recycled materials and keeping cost down.

Construction

Primary Issues

But what is affordable? Back in the day 5 cents and a loaf of bread
might be an average monthly rent, but things change. With inflation
and the other factors that affect the cost-of-living, you now have
people paying exorbitant fees just to stay afloat, and don’t even think
about trying to buy a home. According to a new study done by Zillow,
the average rent in Atlanta is $1,827 as of August 2021, which is up
20.4% up from last year. A vast majority of Atlantans, myself included,
work hourly jobs that would never be able to afford you the luxury of
paying $1,800 a month.
Thankfully there is some good news. Recently, developments have
started listing a certain amount of there units as reserved for those
making under 50% of the AMI, but what does that mean? The Area
Median Income is a metric that turns the idea of affordability into a
case-by-case element. It analysis the average income for a given area
and assumes that this number will be a proper representation of the
lower income bracket. The only issue with this is that it is extremely
susceptible to wealth gaps. Meaning that if there is such a drastic gap
in the income brackets of a certain area
then even the average of these incomes
will still be far out of range of the working
class. Regardless of the limitations,
legislation like this is the type of change
that truly makes a difference.

“Sustainable features and
recycled materials can
create the perfect balance
between function and
affordability”

Before I dive into the vast array of social issues I
indend to instantly solve, I would briefly speak
on the literal foundation of my project which is
its construction. At the epitome of modern technology and efficient
design is prefabricated modular design. It is worth mentioning that
modular design sometimes includes prefabricated materials, but
a prefabricated construction is not necessarily modular. They can
be combined but are not mutually exclusive. Even though they are
separate entities, they can be use in different ways that complement

The Affordable housing issue is the
primary issue I am to tackle with my
thesis. However, there are so many other
sub issues that deserve a spotlight in this
study. A growing demand for mobility and sustainability. Lower carbon
footprint. Living without a mortgage or debt free. Higher quality of
life. Freedom and harmony with nature. Philosophy, Naturalism vs
Minimalism. The Impacts of minimal living on mental health and so
on. Each of these separate issues deserve their own study, and I will
keep them all in mind as I continue into design.
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History

the size. Not everyone wants to live in something the size of a one-room
schoolhouse. But that is the beauty of a modular home, the versatility
of the structure allows you to simply add another module. And even
still, there are plenty other options of designing smaller houses (but
not 400 square feet small) that are more efficiently designed with
regards to space.

The term “minimalism” only seems to scratch the surface of the
idea of natural living, where we only have what we need and are
not overly attached to the goal centered around obtaining stuff.
Someone who truly understood the notion of natural living, and as
such is widely credited with
inspiring the creation of the
“Someone widely credited Benjamin Garcia of Saxe Architecture out of Costa Rica is
tiny house movement, the
working on a project that meets somewhere in the middle
with inspiring the tiny
great naturalist, Henry David
of minimalism and efficiency. Along with many others,
Thoreau. It is strange to think
Garcia has adopted the use of recycled shipping containers
house movement; Henry
that a movement that has only
to make beautiful homes. The use of shipping containers
David
Thoreau”.
recently
gained
popularity
maximizes sustainability with recycled materials as well as
could stretch its inception back
creating a small home of a more manageable size.
to the late 1840’s.
The project, “Containers of Hope” was realized in the construction of
In 1848 Thoreau wrote one of his most famous works, Walden. Also one of these homes 20 minutes outside of San Jose, Costa Rica. The
called, “Life in the woods”, this book is part biography, part theological combination of two shipping containers creates a home of about 1,000
introspection where Thoreau explores the beauty of living a minimalist square feet. Perfect for a couple or even a small family. There are many
“natural” lifestyle. He did this by constructing a very small dwelling, examples of sustainable small homes of this size or bigger that could
about 100 square feet, with his own hands on his friend Ralph Waldo accommodate some people with these adverse views on living small.
Emerson’s land near Concord, Massachusetts. Here he wrote most of
his book spending over two years alone in the woods. His experience There are other adverse views geared more towards the theoretical. A
and conclusions therein have acted as the inspiration for the tiny magazine article in an issue called “Quitting America: the rise of ecohouse movement almost 180 years later.
anxiety” raised some issue with the “Thoeau-ian” ideal of minimalistic
living and the minimalist movement being touted as an answer to
But the tiny house movement of the modern era is in some ways the housing crisis. Many people have the argument that the systemic
simply a reaction to the current housing trope. And even though issues built into our housing system are too grievous to be solved with
the idea of the “Tiny House” has value, it is lacking when compared a new way of building small houses. Also, that Thoreau’s idea of moving
with the versatility of a more bare-bones modular design method. to the woods and living as a nomad, while lowering rent payments, is a
The upside is that Thoreau’s philosophies can be adapted to modern lifestyle that does not pose as many answers to 21st century America,
technological advancements.
as it did in our country in the 1840’s. While I tend to agree with the
broader assessment that some of our issues are too complex to solve
We live in a time where what is considered “normal” or “traditional” with one answer, I would caution against the misrepresentation of
is for a person to strive at whatever cost to gain a large permanent answers that solve global issues. Sometimes these answers are only
residence in order to raise a family, grow old, and eventually die.
the beginning to the solution
When in reality this “normal” path is merely a snapshot of a time
of global issues. Creating an
long past.
outlet for people to express a
new lifestyle could inspire a
We built our current housing stock 60 years ago in the aftermath
generation to change the way
of WWII and we have continued to build in many of the same
they live.
ways. The landscape of most of the non-urban parts of the
country are covered in detached, single family homes, often 3
Conclusion
bedrooms, with this notion of 2.5 kids and a white picket fence.
There needs to be a realization in our minds that there are
Throughout this book I have
people who need to be represented with a residential building
analyzed precedent extensively,
type that does not fit the proverbial “norm”.
mapped out the benefits of
different construction types, and poured out design ideas in the name
Adverse Views
of aiding the future process. Sure, it looks pretty, but more importantly
than that, this research will help me achieve my goal of finding the
Living in some of the smallest homes ever made is not for everyone. perfect balance between function and affordability.
There are plenty of people who, because of their work, or the size of I cannot wait to see where this project will take me, both as a student
their family, need more space than others. Some of the adverse views of architecture, and as a person. I may very well look back and see this
towards modular homes are warranted, especially when it comes to as a defining moment in my career.

THE PROBLEM

“Sometimes these
answers are only the
beginning to the
solution of global
issues.”

4
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PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
Atlanta’s average rental cost

The resonating issue of affordable housing is by no means
restricted to Atlanta. That does not change the fact that
there is an extremely prevalent example of the issue quite
close to home.

Average Atlantan’s monthly income

AVERAGE
ATLANTAN
INCOME

Many Americans are finding themselves without
access to affordable places to live, particularly in
rental situations. And now, with more people in
Atlanta renting than ever, the issue is only getting
worse.

ATLANTA
COST
OF
LIVING

In the past ten years the average cost of living in
Atlanta has consistently risen disproportionately
to the income rate. Recent global issues like coronavirus have caused living expenses to soar higher
than ever.

49%
Owner-occupied
Households

51%
Renter-occupied
Households
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[56. Priorities, Center on Budget and Policy. 2018. “Renters’ Incomes Haven’t caught up to housing rates .” ] [57. Squires, Camille. 2021. “Rents in the US are rising even faster than home prices.” QUARTZ, DEC. 22.]
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WHAT IS AFFORDABILITY?

Cost of Space
vs.
Average Income

or

Peek Efficiency
vs.
Livability and Comfort

A philosophical question that has plagued me through the entire
thesis process, “what is affordability?”. Surely it just refers to any good
or service that is within a persons personal budget. But in a world of
subjectivity (particularly in America were the wealth gap widens by
the minute), how can such a shallow principal possibly hope to accommodate everyone?
Economists, architects and the like have a technical way of describing affordability. Commonly affordable housing is described as any
housing deemed affordable to those with a household income at or
below the median. This definition is sickeningly broad. Thankfully the
US Dept. of Housing and Urban Development has a slightly more inclusive definition. They say that affordable housing is defined as any
costing a household less than %30 of it’s gross income. Though it is
an improvement, both of these definitions have similar shortcomings. The first is far too broad, the median income of the nation might
be a wild over-estimation of the approximant income of certain areas. The second definition, while more specific, still makes blanket
assumptions. Spending no more than %30 may leave plenty for other
expences, but a third of one man’s income is not a third of another’s.
Both of these definition look at economics at a macro scale, ignoring the individual. By reevaluation our definition of what it means for
housing to be affordable we might edge closer to the crisis at hand.

PRECEDENT STUDY

There are also the experiential aspects of affordable housing. One of
the reasons for the failure of some housing developments is due to
the hyper-focus of cost cutting, neglecting the livability of the space.
A balance of efficiency an livability can be achieved in much the same
way as the monetary affordability: carefully (and at a much more human scale). In order to achieve an accurate deffinition we must not
perceive the qualifiers as separate equations. I propose a coalition of
the assets we have to define affordability working together towards
a new definition. Let us observe the four factors together, each balancing the other; cost of space, average income, peak efficiency, and
comfort, all woring together to improve quality of life.

8
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The diagrams to the right and on the
next page [provided by the architects]
illustrate how these base modules can
be configured in numerous ways.

Toolkit for Affordable Housing
Brooks + Scarpa

What first points out this precedent
as one that can inspire the future
of affordable housing is versatility.
Brooks and Scarpa began by analyzing
available lot sizes denoted by zoning
regulations in southern California.
They then devised a solution that could
be combined and reconfigured to be
built within the current zoning of the
parcel, saving years on development
time. I learned from Brooks and
Scarpa, that a reconfigurable modular
system begins by standardizing
unit types, common spaced and
supportive spaces into the module
footprint.

10

[7. Baldwin, Eric. 2019.][22. Maynard, Nigel F. 2019.]
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FLOR 401 LOFTS

Interior spaces, efficiently
designed lead to more
units, and an overall lower
cost for the residents.

Koning Eizenberg Architecture

Although this next precedent may not be directly related
to modular or prefabricated construction, it is a prime
example of an affordable housing success story.

A percentage of the units are set aside for those of lowerincome. And with a heavy focus on sustainability and
community growth, this project highlights values I would
like to embody.

12

Through the cascading courtyard, required
hidden egress is converted into visible circulation, with the addition of some amount of
passive security.

Koning Eizenberg Architecture employs
the use of vertical louvers as well as some
horizontal shading devices built right into the
facade. Intelligent design and sustainable
features helped contribute to the project’s
LEED Platinum certification.

[15. 2021. “Flor 401 Lofts.”][29. 2016. “The 401 Lofts.”]

With on sight social services, lower
utility costs for residents (by water
reclamation, solar power, and the like),
and even a community garden, this
project highlights the importance of
designing with a community in mind.
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KODA CONCRETE
By KODASEMA

KODA Concrete is one variation of the
constructions available at KODASEMA.
It features thin walls of composite panels
with a wood interior. Silica-vacuum
panels create a strong insulating
layer, keeping the one-room modules
comfortable in various climates.
Designed with the notion of portability, KODA
is able to be taken apart and reconstructed in
just a day or two.

Built-in, adjustable LEDs
give the project liveliness,
even after dark.

14

[14. 2017. “Estonian design collective Kodasema just launched KODA.”][20. 2021. “Koda Concrete.”][21. 2016. “KODA/Kodasema.” Archdaily.]

Lots of natural light, filters to stop
allergens and dust, CO2 level control,
and superbly efficient use of square
footage, promote a healthy living space.

KODA also has several other designs, even one (seen
above) that can be stacked and combined into
small villages. But ranging from 105,000 to 200,000
dollars these designs, while beautifully efficient
when it comes to space, are less than favorable
when it comes to affordability.

15

CONTAINERS OF HOPE
Benjamin Garcia Saxe

Benjamin
Garcia
Saxe
completed the Containers
of Hope project with a
budget of $40,000.

Named for the creation of
affordable housing in the poorer
regions of Costa Rica, this project
has a worthy cause.

In San Jose, Costa Rica this
particular container house,
which serves as a proof-ofconcept, is the result of the
tireless efforts of the architect
and the clients. They even
constructed it themselves.

16

The realized construction
is still just a concept, yet to
be built on a larger scale.
However, it shows great
promise in the name of
affordable living.
[12. 2011. “Containers of Hope / Benjamin Garcia Saxe Architecture.”][36. HomeDesignGroup. 2011.]

The built structure on the inside
of the container is centered
around the maximization of
natural light. The slanted roof
with an aperture on both sides
is an ingenious way of doing
this.

Saxe Architecture has developed multiple configurations
of these repurposed shipping containers. These concept
sketches [proveded by the architects] show a great deal
about the thought that went into this development.

17

!
!

AVENUE SOUTH
ADDP Architects

!
!

Contact Guinness! This is the world’s tallest prefabricated, prefinished,
residential construction. Scheduled for completion in 2026, the two
56-story towers “sits amidst five historically preserved buildings on
one of Singapore’s most verdant avenues”.

This precedent is one that is still under
construction in Singapore. Studying projects yet
to be realized, like this one, can give a glimpse of
the future’s advancements.

The massive crane has been with the
building from ground level, carrying each
one of the prefabricated puzzle pieces to
its destination.

!
!

PPVC, or prefabricated, prefinished, volumetric construction is the
epitome of efficient built design. Cutting down on construction time
as well as cost, The Avenue South Residences has 80% of each module
created off-site. This means that only the stacking and joining of the
modules is done on-site, cutting down on personnel required as well.

18

[24. Mith252. 2021. “Avenue South Residences.”][27. 2021. “Project of the Week: Avenue South Residences.”]

!
!

Construction methods like this could be employed on developments
related to affordable housing, instead of a high-rise, high-wealth
fabrication. ADDP Architects and the developers behind this project
did not take advantage of their elaborate cost-saving strategies
properly, at least in order to lower living expenses. Even still, the
methods used here, employed by those with the proper inclination,
could aid in a solution to the affordable housing crisis.

19

Modular Smart Homes

The most vital element of this precedent when pertaining
to my thesis is a focus on sustainability and efficient use of
space. Koning Eizenberg Architecture uses the available lot
space to the fullest extent possible. This combined with the
social development aspects and the sustainable features
makes Flor 401 Lofts a valuable study.

Kasita Community building

Kasita is a startup in Austin, and in early
2017 they thought they have found the
solution to the affordable housing issue.
Their tiny smart-home concept won the
innovation award for small cities at the
SXSW conference, and the media loved
it. The idea of a self-contained smarthome slotting into a structure like a
wine glass, and being able to be moved
around the country on a whim seemed
innovative.

While KODA Concrete does have some flaws in its idea for
fully precast concrete modular homes, there are also some
key insights to be taken away. The price of these units is far
from affordable but the idea of a deconstructable unit able
to be taken apart and put back together virtually anywhere
is a valuable asset.

The story of why the Kasita model was
ultimately unsuccessful is a long and
hotly debated one. Whether it was
poor management on the part of the
executives, lack of sales and marketing
on the part of the company, or the
exorbitant amounts of money it would
cost to ship the things.

A truly realized version of an affordable container house, the
Containers of Hope project is a shining example of what can
be accomplished with a limited budget.

The potential of the project was still
conceptual, but there was one working
prototype that the origianl CEO, Jeff Wilson
suposidly resided in it for a time. Even still
the companny was unable to make a sale
on the stand alone units, or manufacture
enough for the larger developments to be
worth while.

20

Whatever the reason, in the fall of
2018, Kasita shut its doors and sold
off its assets. However, the failings
of one project should only teach
us to learn from our mistakes. And
that the innovations within a poorly
executed idea are still worthwhile.
[13. Dvorak, Amy. 2018.][23. McKnight, Jenna. 2016.][25. Nellemann, Christina, and Kasita. 2017.]

This concept aims at finding the happy medium between
a single module stand-alone unit and a community residential dwelling. The only issue is that the medium is notso-happy. Moving these units in and out turned out to be a
logistical nightmare. A nice idea, however, I believe that the
solution is still out there.
21

In the Toolkit for Affordable Housing, Brooks and Scarpa have
isolated several ideologies about low-cost housing into one
homogenous solution. This concept can be re-organized and
re-compiled to fit any programmatic need, all while using the
same prefabricated pieces.
By standardizing unit types into the module footprint they are
able to make more use of less space. This combined with their
proclivity for sustainability and engaging facade design makes
this precedent very enlightening when it comes to my thesis.

-One prefabricated module that can be rearranged in more
than one way.
-A facade that not only engages the viewer but changes the
way we see “affordable housing”.
-Efficiently designed spaces that are integrated into the
module footprint.

LOCAL UPCOMING DEVELOPMENTS
HERNDON SQUARE
Residential (approximately 713 units)
584 rental units (with 40% of the units
projected to be reserved for households
earning <80% area median income)
Retail – including a grocery store
Phase 1 – Herndon Senior (97 affordable
units) leasing Spring 2021
Mixed-use, mixed-income urban redevelopment
Approximately $200M total development
cost

ENGLEWOOD MANOR
Plans to include 828 rental units, projecting approximately 50% affordable for
households earning up to 80% AMI
80 single family and townhome for-sale
units with a minimum of 20% affordability
Master Planning: to be completed August
2021
Infrastructure Development: Complete
May 2023
TRANSACTION TYPE
Mixed-use, mixed-income urban redevelopment

RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT

LONDON TOWNHOMES

It might not be affordable, but not because it couldn’t be.
There are 988 units in the finished plan and altogether that’s
2,984 modules. All of the modules and finishings, down to the
marble kitchen backsplash are to be constructed in factories
in Singapore and Malaysia. This means lower costs in labor and
faster construction time.

DEVELOPER
The Benoit Group
USES
Substantial rehabilitation of existing 200
cooperative townhomes with conversion
to 90% affordable housing units
DATE
Construction complete August 2022
COST
$38,566,778

WEST HIGHLANDS
-Several prefabricated modules that can be rearranged in
many ways and stacked to extreme heights.
-The potential for massive savings in construction cost,
which could be used to lower the average cost-of-living

22[8. Boerner, Dean. 2021.][10. Capelouto, J.D. 2021.][16. 2020. “Herndon Square]

Perry Homes Redevelopment, LLC
Residential
700 rental/786 for-sale
568 multi-family rental units completed
(310 affordable units)
Homeownership to be complete 2026.
TRANSACTION TYPE
Mixed-use, mixed-income master-planned
community
COST
Over $300M to date

[3. Alvarado, Daniel. 2021.][4. 2020. Atlanta Housing][6. 2021. “Avenue South Residence Project Information.”][11. 2021. CHOICE ATLANTA][19. Housing, Atlanta. 2021.][32. 2020. “WEST HIGHLAND AFFORDABLE HOUSING DEVELOPMENT.”]
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MODULARITY AND PREFABRICATION
LOW COST

BENEFITS OF PREFABRICATED
AND MODULAR HOUSING

Prefabricated construction and modular design have a number of
benefits that contribute to their popularity when it comes to affordable fabrication.
The Lower Cost of prefab housing is often a big incentive for developers. A method of building that can potentially reduce construction costs by up to 20% could culminate in a lower overall cost of living for the residents. The cost savings can be attributed to a number
of details.
A Quick to Build style for most constructions means less time spent
on-site and less manpower needed. Both prefabricated constructs,
as well as modular builds that have no prefab parts, have quick construction times.
There are Fewer Delays when building from a mostly covered setting, like those due to weather conditions. There is also less time
spent waiting for other groups like electricians and plumbers to do
their jobs, as most of the fit and finish is completed off-site.

LOW
WORKFORCE
TRAINING

FAST
SCHEDULE

Budget is an interesting subject when related to modular and
prefab housing. While prefabrication is generally cheaper, there are
other factors that can affect the cost like the type of home. Modular
homes can often be more expensive than those manufactured, and
when combined with other strategies, those savings can be compounded.
Of the advancements in modular homes over the past few years,
Customization has been at the forefront. Homes, or elements of the
home that have been manufactured offer very little by way of customization. A combination of these elements could equal the perfect medium.
Adaptation is another form of customization. Similarly, manufactured homes offer little when it comes to adapting size. If a family
has grown larger or a resident is in need of more space, modular
homes can be a great solution as a new module can simply be added. In this sense, the features of modularity and prefabrication work
together to bring out the best in each other.

It is worth mentioning that modular design typically includes prefabricated materials, but a pre-fabricated construction is not necessarily modular. They can be combined
but are not mutually exclusive.
UNIT
COUNT

LOCAL JOB
SOURCING

STICK-BUILT CONSTRUCTION
AND OTHER TYPICAL METHODS

LOW RISK

LOW COST

LOW
WORKFORCE
TRAINING

FAST
SCHEDULE

UNIT
COUNT

LOCAL JOB
SOURCING

LOW RISK
[44. Engineering, HLN. 2019.]
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The materials that are used in prefabrication very heavily in
their distribution. There are examples of successful prefabricated housing with wood framing, steel, reclaimed materials, as well as less typical materials like fiberglass and
shipping containers. But in the realm of versatility one material reigns king; concrete. There was a significant amount
of trial and error when it came to which material would
work best for this type of prefabricated project, after which
it seemed like a combination of methods of modular concrete and prefabricated panels would do the trick. But it
couldn’t just be any concrete.

The less water requirement
in concrete made with
(type C) fly ash reduces the
amount of bleeding water and
permeability of concrete, as a
result improving the surface
hardness. Reports show that up
to 30% replacement level of fly
ash has no negative effect on
abrasion resistance.

CHEMICAL RESISTANCE

PERMEABILITY

The inclusion of fly ash in
concrete greatly improves
against sulfate attack. It can
also prevent against chloride
permeability, which can
damage the structure over
time.

With less water used, and a
greater percentage of the
aggregate being extremely
fine, the final product will
have very small pours when
compared to Portland cement.
This results in a much lower
permeability quotient.

80
70
60
Compressive strength, MPa

MATERIAL STUDY

ABRASION RESISTANCE

The origin of fly ash itself is an interesting one, and a landmark
case in sustainable design. The use ash as a additive is as old as
concrete itself, the Romans used a form of volcanic ash to create
some of the worls most renouned structures, past or present. It
was only through looking to the past that we have been able to
advance the technologies of the present. One of the more modern ash additives, fly ash, is a byproduct of the coal process. In
the furnaces of every coal-fire plant for the past 120 years massive amounts of ash are created and the coal is burned to create
stream, and then energy. A majority of the ash falls to the bottom of the furnace for collection and disposal, this is known as
‘bottom ash’. A smaller much more fine portion fo the ash rises
up with the flue gasses to be collected at the top, this is known
as ‘fly ash’.

COAL

50
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0% FA

30

15% FA
30% FA

20

40% FA
10

FLY ASH
FURNACE

Similar to my realization of prefabrication being an undervalued building technique, likewise, in the realm of concrete there is a technique that at first glance seems to be,
if not under-valued, definitely under-utilized. And that is
the addition of Fly Ash used as an additive. This results in a
number of benifits.

COAL PULVERISERS
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TO STORAGE SILOS
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The fineness of fly ash greatly
improves the compressive
strength of the final product.
Less water also means less
leaking which leads to an
extremely hard surface.

VOLUME LOSS
Drying shrinkage is due to
water loss. The volume change
due to shrinkage can be greatly
reduced as fly ash concrete
uses much less water.

LONGEVITY
With higher compressive
strength, less volume change,
less water used, a resistance
to water and damaging
chemicals, you are left with
a longer lasting stronger
product.

Depth of wear, mm

STRENGTH
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0
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[49. Michael Thomas, Ph.D., P.Eng., Professor of Civil Engineering, University of New Brunswick. 2007. “Optimizing the Use of Fly Ash in Concrete.”]
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[51. Rafat Siddique, Rafik Belarbi. 2022. Sustainable Concrete Made with Ashes and Dust from Different Sources.]

60

It is truly amazing the physical attributes that can be
added to concrete with the addition of certain materials. The graph shown above shows the compressive
strength of different percentages of Fly Ash used as
an additive to Concrete. As seen in both that graph
and the one to the left (which covers depth of wear
over time in the hardening process) there is a happy medium of percentages. Too much can lead to a
weaker or shorter lasting final product. However, with
the right ratio, a magical cocktail of benefits can be
observed.
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AFFORDABILITY
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INITIAL SITE DISCOVERY

Atlanta Beltline Inc.

308 Scott St SW, Atlanta, GA 30311

London Town Houses Inc.
308 Scott St SW, Atlanta, GA 30311

In 2017, the London Townhomes complex, located
just inside the perimeter, on its west-most side, was
doomed to be foreclosed upon.
However, thanks to Atlanta Housing, Invest Atlanta,
and the developer, the Benoit Group, those homes
are set for overhaul and renovation.
“Without this deal, almost 200 affordable housing
units would have undoubtedly been lost and redeveloped as market-rate apartments,” AH CEO
Eugene Jones said in a prepared statement.

The Haven at South Atlanta
57 Hardwick St SE, Atlanta, GA 30315

The Haven at South Atlanta will have one, two, and
three-bedroom options, available. Of the total 84
units, 71 will be priced affordably. Between 50% and
60% of the Area Midian Income.

While our economy has grown over
the last decade, wages have not
kept pace with rising rents.

There is a growing gap between
what people can afford versus what
people are making.
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Wells Fargo saw the opportunity of investment at
579 Garson Drive and purchased the land for well
below market rate at $900,000. This was then used
as a partial donation to the Atlanta Beltline Partnership. Near Garson and Piedmont Road, this provides
a rare opportunity for advancement in affordable
housing in the Buckhead area.
In addition to community development, this land
may also be used for a vital section of the completed
Atlanta Beltline Trail, helping to connect previously
separated areas of the city.
Atlanta Beltline Inc. has shown that they have immense support for creating long-term affordability
in Atlanta. Getting the decision-making power in
the hands of those with the will to make the right
choices is vital for the future of affordable housing.
Selecting the right developers, construction job creation centers, and a focus on transit-oriented development, all in the name of social advancement.

After completion of the renovations, the new development is estimated to provide 200 homes, more
than 80% of which will be priced for households
earning less than 60% of the area median income
(AMI) or less.

‘In 2017, Atlanta was the third fastest-growing metropolitan region in
the United States. As our population
grows, many of our long-term residents are experiencing challenges
related to affordable housing, particularly as much of the new residential
development has focused on higher-cost units.”

“Between 2000 and 2017, Atlanta’s
median rent increased by over 70%,
but Atlanta’s median income only
increased by 48%.”

PITSBURG YARDS

The One Atlanta: Housing
Affordability Action Plan
lays out an ambitious plan
to provide affordable and
equitable housing for any
who wish to call Atlanta
home.

These areas, denoted with red pins, where an absence of future development in the field of affordable
housing is planned, seem to have the best opportunity for study. Before I establish a final site it would
be pertinent to know of the developments nearby so
that the need for the project remains strong.

The remaining 13 of the fully furnished apartments,
will be set at market price.
This mixed-income community will add
much-needed affordability to the housing in
Southeast Atlanta.

[9. Bottoms, Mayor Keisha Lance. 2019.][17. 2019. “Housing Affordability Action Plan.”]

This site is fortuitously located on the future edge
of the incompleted Atlanta Beltline Trail. This lot,
known as the Pittsburgh Yards, which was previously a shipping container storage site, now sits
empty. It has been acquired for future development related to the Atlanta Beltline. What better
site for a hypothetical project, than one slated for
development in reality. The area surrounding the
site is notoriously devoid of affordable living situations.
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PITSBURG YARDS

ADDRESS : 352 University Ave SW S101
Atlanta, GA 30310
ZONING : I1
AREA : 14.014 ACRES
LAND VALUE : $3,585,000
SIDEYARD : Adjacent to an ‘R’ district without an

The inclusion of a real world site study in this thesis is to see the
city-specific application of my design. This is valuable information
to have, however, this is also a prime example of how a thesis can
change and evolve over the course of the research. Initially my project was focused on one problem, one city, and one solution. But as
I researched and my thesis began to take shape I realized that I was
limiting myself to a single-minded solution. When the goal of the
project is far less of a site-specific design and much more of a universal solution . That being said this site still stands as a prime example
of housing-cost deficient areas with particularly rich communities
that can use help.

interviening street - 20’
FRONTYARD : 40’
REARYEARD : Adjacent to an ‘R’ district
without an interviening street - 20’
PARKING : At least one space per dwelling unit
ACCESSORY STRUCTURE LIMITATIONS : Limit to %25 of
total floor area.
HEIGHT LIMITATIONS : Atlanta municode 16-16.006
15’ in, 45 degrees inward, 35’ up. (possibly apply for
varrience)
1883

Pittsburgh neighborhood is founded by
formerly enslaved people with housing
built around Pegram railroad repair shops.
The smoke from the rail yards resembled the
heavy smog produced by the steel mills
of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
resulting in the neighborhood’s name.

2006

1975

1900s

Site was used for farmland by
Clark College’s agricultural department


1958

Brown Transport Company
became the owner of the property
until bankruptcy in 1990s.

Ryder Systems, Inc. acquired
the site for continued trucking uses.

Late 1990s

Only one tenant remained
in the trucking terminal.

UPS sold the land to
AECF Atlanta Realty,
a subsidiary of the
Annie E. Casey Foundation.

2018

Southside Trail
—a connector of the Atlanta BeltLine—
acquired by the City, with
a future access point
planned at Pittsburgh Yards.

1860

FUTURE
1864

Site purchased
by the Freedman’s Aid Society.
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1920

1980s

2015

Capitol View Manor neighborhood was formed
A recession hit and the terminal
After a Request for Qualifications from developers,
when a group of bankers, led by Joseph E. Boston,
was dealt an economic blow.
followed by a Request for Proposals,
2021
2001
1889
purchased a tract of land to be
Columbia Core Partners
Phase 1 of Pittsburgh Yards opened in late 2020.
1966
The University Avenue site is purchased
The Board of Education for Negroes
subdivided into residential development.
were selected to assist
The Nia Building® opened to the public.
The massive terminal served as a
by UPS for a planned distribution center.
of the Methodist Episcopal Church
with project development.
fallout shelter for potential nuclear war.
(formerly known as the Freedman’s Aid Society)
sold a portion of their land to the
Atlanta and West Point Railroad to allow for
50. 2019. Pittsburg Yards.Connecting People. Creating Opportunity. May 20. Accessed 2021. https://www.pittsburghyards.com/.
the construction of a beltline spur south
of University Avenue.
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AN ANALYSIS
OF SITE CONDITIONS

The nature of this project is centered around
modularity and adaptation, the notion of a solution
being applied to any site. In order to achieve an indepth site analysis for a construction that is mostly
siteless, I have added to my research how my future
design might fair under different elements. These
conditions represent only some of the challenges I
foresee in the realization of a project like this. They are;
Sun Exposure, Wind Resistance, Resistance to Water
Damage, and Resistance to Extreme Temperatures.
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It may be a harsh element but the sun is not something
to be feared. There are countless examples of people
harnessing the power of the sun represented through
the architecture of the ages. In the modern area even
more so, with the relatively recent growth of the solar
power industry, the sun is much more of a blessing
than a curse. And with conscientious construction
and smart design when it comes to insulation and
lowing heat gain, the negative effects of a hotter
climate can be easily negated.

Protecting against water damage and floodwaters is
extremely difficult. If you happen to find yourself in
a climate where these are a regular occurrence, one
would hope for a stable and elevated foundation.
Floodwaters are not uncommon in certain areas.
Site selection is of the utmost importance planning
ahead to avoid lower elevations of land, especially for
a modular home meant to stand on its own.
Ideally, the client would live in a more temperate
climate. This would be the obvious solution, but how
do you plan against the unexpected? Designing to
minimize water damage could be a more sensible
answer, or perhaps deployable countermeasures
that are able to detect rising water levels.

An inspiring example of modern solar uses
penetrating through to the past. Seen on the right
is the Indigenous tribe of the Secwepemc people of
Canada. Proving that hot and humid climates are
not the only beneficiaries of the sun’s gifts. And even
more interesting, this is an image of them building
tiny homes for the members of their tribe, in order to
block the path of a massive oil pipeline threatening
to destroy their land. Efficient design is being used
for good on all fronts.
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[28. 2017. “Solar Panels and Sisterhood.”]

[45. McCausland, Jon Schuppe and Phil. 2017.]

For a home that might stand against the elements
on its own, or that might be stacked 75 feet high in
a community-dwelling, strength and resilience are
key. That is why a focus in my design will be structural
integrity.

With less material making up the walls, less insulation,
and a higher ratio of the walls made up of glass, it
is sometimes much harder to keep a smaller standalone module warm in the winter and cool in the
hotter weather. It is then that much more important
to design for extreme conditions on this smaller scale.

As an example of a project derived purely from a
structural standpoint, the Cubicco Cabana by a
modular homes company in Cuba. One of the few tiny
houses on the planet rated (and proven) to withstand
a Category 5 Hurricane. If only coating each module
in a foot and a half of concrete could be the answer.
Jokes aside, real examples of constructions centered
around stability are an important point of reference
for my design.

I have seen many different approaches in order to
tackle these problems, it is only a matter of choosing
which of these features I wish to take and use, or
change and adapt for my needs.
In addition to traditional insulating, thermal layers in
the walls have been used to store and distribute heat.
An adaptation like this would be vital if the client were
in an environment like Alaska or Mongolia.
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[42. Blog, Tiny House. 2016.]

[43. Bloom, Tiny House. 2019.]

PROGRAMMATIC RESEARCH
AND SCHEMATIC DESIGN
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For the inception and analysis of my first program
for this project, I started by compiling the average
square footage of the American home and the spatial
requirements therein. The average size of new homes
built in the United States grew 62 percent from 1,660
square feet in 1973 to 2,687 square feet in 2015, an
increase of 1,027 square feet, according to the U.S.
Census Bureau. So this puts the average American
stand-alone, residential construction, at just under
3000 square feet. I then averaged out the rough
square footage of the main areas of five 2-Bedroom
homes built after 2015 and got a rough estimate of
these spaces.
While looking through all of these homes with the
mindset of someone wanting to maximize every
inch of livable space, it was obvious that the thing
that linked all of these homes was how each of these
spaces was used. Devoted to a single task each space
accomplished that and nothing more.
Designing these spaces in a more sustainable way
could be the answer to how to adapt a program to a
drastically smaller space.
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF PROGRAM
It is a concept that has been hammered into the
mind of today’s architecture students more than
any other. When first I studied it, it seemed a fluid concept. One that was difficult to define due to
its ever-changing nature. However, it has recently
occurred to me that, as I have learned more about
how the architectural world works, the initial mystery of the concept has been replaced by monotony. It is true that as a student, I have only been exposed to the field for six years or so now, and most
of the foundational concepts of architecture have
change very little in that time. But it is also true that
in the education process we are taught these concepts from a historical standpoint as they once were
or were supposed to be, not necessarily as they are
now. Take residential architecture alone. It is not that
the needs of any individual program are less varied
today than they were then, but that the needs of the
modern human are met now in an excess of what
they once were.

MANAGING CLIENT EXPECTATIONS
Speaking from a survival standpoint, humans are
wired to seek water, shelter, and security. The aras
when these were the chief ambitions of mankind
might seem like simpler times, but they were not.
Technology has undoubtedly made our lives easier
just as it has improved the field of architecture. Far
be it from me to say that there are no larger pursuits in life that promote the need for the automation of life’s more menial tasks of survival. Only that
there are opportunities where viewing program in
its most primal form, its most efficient nature could
be economicaly benificial. Such as in an affordable
housing related Thesis project.

THE EFFICIENT USE OF SPACE

By combining and overlapping these programmatic
elements, all of the same features can be organized in
a much more efficient way. Using more than 50% less
space, this design condenses what a person needs
into a much more manageable space. And for some
people, a less wasteful space is a more enjoyable
space.
The Living Room combines with the Kitchen, which
combines with the hidden Laundry and Amenities
space. In Addition to the Dining Area, towards the
back, the Overlapping Bedroom and Living Room
Space houses the Bathroom. This is only a very early
trial with limited programmatic elements, but it
shows a promising future.
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CLIENT: Marcell

CLIENT: The Robinson Family

AGE: 25

AGE: 38, 36, 8, 7, 4

CLIENT NEEDS:

CLIENT NEEDS:

- Parking for a single vehicle

- Close proximity to the school

- Space for home DJ studio

- Parking for min 2 cars

- In-home laundry

- Air filtering for an asthmatic child

- Site near an urban center

- Minimum 800 square feet

- Passive heating and cooling

- Full kitchen
- Solar auxiliary power

CLIENT: Atlantas Homeless, Elderly, and Disabled
Population.
AGE: Between 35-75
CLIENT NEEDS:
- Access to Public Transportation
- Urgent care facilities
- Nursing/Elderly home
- Accessible features
- Educational space

Each of these “clients” is meant to represent a
person or group of people with a variance in
housing needs.
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INITIAL DESIGN SKETCHES
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DESIGN RESEARCH SKETCHES
This series of pages serve as a pictoral timeline through my
design process. I have attempted to include each significant point of departure, where the design took a notable
influence from the current breadth of research.
The journey is split into three eras. The First; initial design
sketches, seen on the page previous. These act as the primary opening of the door into my thesis journey, made almost two yeas ago, these were the very first design ideas
spurring on my thesis.
Secondly, the more developed form finding sketches which
you see here. The drawings tell a story of their own but beginning with the simplest module, the cube, the journey
continued through many stages.
Thirdly, with the turning of the page, we come to the destination, with a reminder of the origin. On the left, one of the
oldest sketches I have pertaining to my thesis, serving as
the design nexus. On the right, a single sketch, my first tangible understanding of The Module. Where I started, and
where I have arrived. A compete journey.
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These two images represent a period of ‘form understanding’. It is typical to think of a modular building as overly repetitive where the overall form of the construction would
precisely reflect the form of the module. It is important to
remember, that is not always the case, regular forms can
create irregular forms.
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PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
Issues like the wealth gap, student
and national debt, and coronavirus
have worsened an already growing
issue of affordability housing availability.

RESEARCH CONCLUSIONS
Existing construction technologies
can be combined and used in more
thoughtful responsible ways to propose a solution to the affordable
housing crisis.

AFFORDABILITY

VERASTILITY

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

FLY
ASH
CONCRETE

STRENGTH

DESIGN NEXUS
A versatile, transformable, cost-effective solution, with the intention
that it can be applied to a litany
of programs rather than just one
problem.
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The type of connection, the HEK Precast Coupler, is designed by a German company called Halfen founded in 1929.
This typed of “dry” connection is fortuitous for two reasons.
Firstly, it disposes with grout mortar which greatly decreases
construction time. Secondly, traditional construction types
cannot immediately be loaded with their full weight capacity due to drying time. With these types of connections, the
unit can at once be loaded to full force or stacked to provide support. For modular construction this too immensely
speeds up the construction process.

Is it the final simplification of modular housing to have it so
that one unit equals one module? Or can that module become modular? In the realm of versatile and transformable
architecture, that would open a door, both figuratively and
literally. The module itself is made up of 11 prefabricated concrete panels. 8 of which make up the walls and are all removable. This allows for a truly transformable interior, even years
after construction.

An important note is that the walls of the lower two stories
(depending on the height of the structure) differ slightly
in their makeup. For structural reasons the ground floor is
made up of precast panels with a more dense makeup and
steel structural supports. This is the only alternative panel
makeup so as to cut down on production time and cost.

The design of this module highlights the need for versatility
in affordability housing. The majority the wall panels are of
consistent size, however there are different types for different applications. The ability to customize wall types to allows
for maximum flexibility.
Given that this design can be applied to be to multiple programs, either a single client, or a community, the need for
versatility continues after design and construction. The design response to this is to have not only removable panels,
but panels that can be removed from the inside. To do this,
each panel is lipped on the inside and each balcony door is
tall enough to get the 9’ tall panels out through the porch.
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16' - 0"

60
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8' - 0"

44' - 0"

-

-

The model making process was one of my favorite portions of this thesis project. Not pictured here are hundred
of other variations in design, scale, aggregate, chemical
makeup and the like, enough to fill up a single-bedroom
apartment. Since the majority of my final models are made
of some type of concrete, the formwork was of the upmost
importance. The fist attempt was with handmade wooden
formwork, then realizing I could increase my production
(and therefore my research) tenfold, I decided to machine
my formwork out of foam with the CNC.

MATERIAL TESTS

LIP AT THE TOP REPRESENTING REMOVABLE INNER PANEL

This sample served as the control. Made with
traditional Portland cement, with the exception
that the aggregate was broken up slightly the
give the impression of a “scaled” final product.
It resulted in a surface that was noticeable more
course, understandably, and the fracture threshold was significantly lower.

The second variation was made with a 30% ash
additive to cement mixture. This resulted in a
much smoother texture while still maintaining
a relatively rough finish. This sample interestingly had the highest fracture threshold, indicating
that the “sweet-spot” might be closer to 30%
than 60%.

These samples of ash additives served as an interactive display for the two thirds review. Made
so that people walking by the silent-review display could feel the difference between a HVFA
cement mixture and a traditional mix.

The third sample is made with the highest concentration of ash to cement, 60%, constituting
HVFAC (High Volume Fly Ash Concrete). Two notable differences with this mixture are in volume
and color. The distance between the formwork
and the final hardened sample (essentially the
‘shrinkage’) was less with the higher amount of
ash added. Also, the color of the sample seemed
to grow lighter the more and more ash that was
included.
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The panel studies are a very important portion of
the project. Each variation of panel I made had
a specific area and reason for study. Some were
specifically made to study the interior connection. Some were scaled to the proper thickness
to test strength. Some of the elements were
made to study the space left for the mechanical
systems. And still some others were of a purely
aesthetic nature studying the texture and finish.

There were several complete modules constructed. For the one pictured here I scaled the thickness of the walls up, not to make the show model
more durable (though that was a benefit as people would be touching an picking this one up),
but to test a more accurate depiction of the overall strength.
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The great benifit of modular virsatility is that many different programs
may be satisfied with differenct
combinations of the same design.
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THE FINAL CONFIGURATION
The concept of this project hinges on the aspect of versatility. Part
of the main attraction of money-saving construction methods like
prefabrication is just that; to save money. Because of this, adaptability can sometimes be seen as no more than a f ringe benef it.
However, when in the realm of socially-minded development, the
idea that one design may solve the problems of many different
communities is extremely valuable. The design you see here is one
variation of many, as adept as this design may be to fulf ill the program of this project, there could be another project that is equally
satisf ied by another conf iguration of the same design.
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